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Top-down vs. bottom-up holography
Gauge/gravity dualities can be derived from 
string theory

Top-down dualities are difficult to deal with          
 can postulate gravity theory, assume duality

Bottom-up is flexible – too flexible?

Top-down imposes tight constraints, allows for 
more precise statements

...especially regarding fermionic response
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Outline
1) ABJM theory and 4D SUGRA

Top-down fermionic linear response

2) …in superconducting phases

3) …compared to bosonic response

4) Summary & outlook
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4D 𝒩 = 8 gauged supergravity
Large field content:

𝑆𝑂(8) gauge symmetry

70 scalars parametrize coset space E7/𝑆𝑈(8)
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ABJM theory
A 3D superconformal Chern-Simons-matter QFT

Two vector multiplets with gauge group 𝑈(𝑁) × 𝑈(𝑁)

Global 𝑆𝑂(8) symmetry

Matter supermultiplets in bifundamental
representation

Gauge invariant operators (schematic): 
 𝑇𝑟 𝑋2 and 𝑇𝑟 𝑋 Λ and 𝑇𝑟 Λ2
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Has classical gravity dual when 𝑁 ≫ 1



ABJM at finite density
Turn on chemical potential for one or more 𝑈(1) ⊂ 𝑆𝑂(8)

Expectations for finite density?

 Fermi surfaces

 Symmetry breaking (superconductivity)

 Exciting new phases?

Will compute fermionic & bosonic two-point functions, 
leading to spectral weights, Fermi surfaces, 
susceptibilities…
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Conventional superconductors
Superconductivity ⇔ Spontaneous breaking of 𝑈(1) symmetry

BCS: Electron-phonon interactions  Cooper pairing

 gapped fermion spectrum
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a Higgs mechanism!



Dealing with maximal supergravity
SUGRA has many fields, complicated!

To isolate a more manageable sector of full SUGRA, perform consistent 
truncation

This can be done using group theory:

 pick subgroup 𝐻 ⊂ 𝑆𝑂(8)

 keep only fields invariant under that subgroup

 guaranteed to be consistent

(Decouple spin-1/2 from spin-3/2 using related group theory)
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We use two such subgroups of 𝑆𝑂(8):

 𝑆𝑂 3 × 𝑆𝑂(3) and 𝑆𝑈(4)

In both cases, left with metric, one U(1) gauge field, and one complex charged 
scalar

 Three different T=0 symmetry breaking domain walls

Supergravity truncations
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Results: Exclusively GAPPED fermion spectra
…in three different top-down domain walls
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Why gapped?
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Operator mixing  level repulsion

Mixing looks ≈ generalized BCS

Faulkner et al. 0911.3402



Results so far…
Studying ABJM theory with holography, we found…

“normal” phase Fermi surfaces with non-FL fermions

…which upon symmetry breaking become…

gapped through a “holographic BCS mechanism”

Important question: Does the fermion response give 
information about 𝑂 𝑁2 physics, or does it only 
involve a subleading sector?
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Correlated Correlators
⇨ Related question: Do Fermi surfaces leave footprints in bosonic observables?

At weak coupling: YES! 2𝑘𝐹 singularities  Friedel oscillations
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Correlated Correlators
⇨ Related question: Do Fermi surfaces leave footprints in bosonic observables?

At strong coupling: ??? – Holographic states: No…? 

 in AdS-RN, singularities at complex momenta 
(Blake, Donos, Tong 1412.2003)

 no “conventional” FS signature
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Susceptibility in the 3-charge black brane
A special top-down geometry

IR is an “η-geometry”

Stable interval in fermion spectral weights
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Susceptibility in the 3-charge black brane
Need to solve linearized Maxwell equations for 𝐴0

 couples to metric and scalar

Matching to 
𝜕𝜌

𝜕𝜇
at 𝑘 = 0 requires finite, SUSY-

preserving counterterms!
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Susceptibility in the 3-charge black brane
Again, singularities at complex momenta 

 different from weak coupling – no clear mark 
of Fermi surfaces

In both AdS-RN and here, we find

𝑅𝑒 𝑘∗ ≈ 1𝑘𝐹

 conspiracy or coincidence?
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Susceptibility in the 3-charge black brane
IR conformal to 𝐴𝑑𝑆2 × 𝑅2 ⇨ zero-temperature controlled by set of IR scaling 
exponents (Anantua et al. 1210.1590)
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Takeaways
Studied ABJM/𝒩 = 8 SUGRA duality

Top-down imposes strong constraints...

 Fermi surfaces with non-Fermi liquid behavior 

 upon symmetry breaking ⇨ gapped fermions (≈ “holographic BCS”)

 quantitative comparisons between fermionic and bosonic response 
meaningful ⇨ fermions results relevant at leading order in N?

Future directions:
◦ Compare fermionic/bosonic response in more general backgrounds

◦ Study how spectra in SUSY states changes upon adding finite density
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Thank you!


